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Abstract

We study the dynamics of belief in cooperative task-oriented man-
machine dialogues. We suppose that during the dialogue each participant
can mistake a piece of information, forget it or simply change his mind.

We begin with some hypotheses about the participants, and present
some approaches. We point out shortcomings of the latter and introduce
a new logic of speech acts, beliefs and intentions, where intentions have
a non-normal modal logic. We focus on the interactions between these
modal operators. Our basic notion is that of a topic: we suppose that we
can associate a set of topics to every agent, speech act and formula. This
allows to express an agent’s competence, belief adoption and preservation.
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1 Introduction

Cooperative task-oriented man-machine dialogue, both in natural and artificial
languages, is one of the most important challenges for computer science. Partic-
ipants in such dialogues have one major common goal, viz. to achieve the task
under concern. Each of the participants has some information contributing to
the achievement of some goals, but none of them can achieve it alone. Coopera-
tivity is a fundamental and useful hypothesis. Informally, an agent is cooperative
w.r.t. another one if the former helps the latter to achieve his goals (cf. Grice’s
cooperation principles, as well as his conversation maxims [24]).

We suppose that each participant is sincere. This means that his utterances
faithfully mirror his beliefs: e.g. if a participant says ‘the sky is blue’ then he
indeed believes that the sky is blue. Such a hypothesis entails that contradictions
between the presuppositions of an utterance and the hearer’s beliefs about the
speaker cannot be explained in terms of lies.

We finally suppose that utterances are public: all the agents perceive the
performance of an utterance (but might misinterpret them).

The background of our work is an effective generic real-time cooperative di-
alogue system which has been specified and developped by the France Telecom
R&D Center CNET. This approach consists in first describing the system’s be-
haviour within a logical theory of rational interaction [42, 43, 44], and second im-
plementing this theory within an inference system called ARTIMIS [40, 46, 41].
For a fixed set of domains, this system is able to accept nearly unconstrained
spontaneous language as input, and react in a cooperative way. The activities
of the dialogue system are twofold: to consume the speaker’s utterances, and to
generate appropriate reactions. The reactive part is completely defined in the
current state of both the theory and the implementation. On the other hand, the
comsumption of an utterance is handled only partially, in particular the belief
change part of the consumption process. The difficulties are illustrated in our
running example. There are only two agents, the system s and the user u.'

&

$

%

s1 : Hello. What do you want?
u1 : A first class train ticket to Paris, please.
s2 : 150 $, please.
u2 : Ahem . . . A second-class train ticket, please.
s3 : 100 $, please.
u3 : Can I pay the 80 $ by credit card?
s4 : The price isn’t 80 $ but 100 $. Yes, you can pay by credit card.
u4 : . . .

Our example illustrates that in a dialogue agents might change their mind, make
mistakes, and misinterpret. Such phenomena must be taken into account when
modelling the evolution of mental states.
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Within such dialogues we study the evolution of the system’s beliefs. The
system must be able to: (1) accept some type of information (e.g. destination
and class information in u1); (2) deduce supplementary information not directly
contained in the utterance using laws about the world (cf. deduction of the price
in s2, given u1); (3) preserve some information it believed before the utterance
(viz. the destination in u2); (4) sometimes accept information contradicting its
own beliefs (in particular when the user changes his mind, as in u2); (5) sometimes
refuse to take over some information, in particular if the user informs about facts
he isn’t competent at (cf. u3 and s4).

We aim at a semantics having both a complete axiomatization and proof
procedure, and an effective implementation. This has motivated several choices,
in particular a Sahlqvist-type possible worlds semantics (for which general com-
pleteness results exist), and a notion of intention that is primitive (contrarily to
the complex constructions in the literature), having a non-normal modal logic
(which nevertheless can be reduced to the Sahlqvist framework).

In the next section we introduce our multimodal framework (Sect. 2). It is
based on a metalinguistic theory of topics (Sect. 3). Topics permit to integrate
appropriate definitions of belief adoption and preservation into our logical theory,
which is presented both axiomatically and semantically in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5.

Within this framework one can formulate nonlogical laws (in particular do-
main laws, laws governing speech acts, and reactive laws). For reasons of space
we do not present this nonlogical theory. It can be found in [28], which contains
also a less elaborate logical theory. We refine it here by adding a semantical
analysis, and introducing a more appropriate notion of intention.

2 Rational interaction and belief change

The most prominent frameworks analyse interactions between rational agents
in terms of their mental states. The mental state of an agent is made up of
different mental attitudes (belief, intention, . . . ). This is the basis of so-called
BDI-architectures. Therein, belief change must be situated within a formal ratio-
nal balance theory and a formal rational interaction theory [44, 9, 11]. Utterances
are represented by speech acts [3, 50, 49].

Cohen&Levesque [9, 11] have laid the bases of such a general theory of rational
interaction. Their theory allows the agent to either reject the input (if the speaker
is believed to be unsincere), or change his beliefs and adopt it. But in the
latter case, the theory suffers from the well-known frame problem [34]. Hence in
our example the system does not preserve the destination through u2 (and also
through u3).

Perrault [35] tries to solve the frame problem in a framework based on Reiter’s
default logic [39]. His theory suffers from some problems pointed out in [2]. In
particular, Perrault’s agents never question old beliefs, and can only expand their
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mental state (in the sense of AGM revision). Hence they cannot take into account
u2, where the user switches from a first-class ticket to a second-class ticket.

Appelt&Konolige [2] advocate the use of hierarchic autoepistemic logic (HAEL).
Basically, what one gains there is that defaults can be stratified. This can be used
to fine-tune default application and thus avoid unwanted extensions. Their the-
ory can represent our example correctly. Nevertheless, apart from the relatively
complex HAEL technology, it seems that Appelt and Konolige’s belief adoption
criterion encounters problems similar to Perrault’s ‘self-convincing’ utterances
they had highlighted: indeed, suppose the hearer has no opinion about p. If the
speaker informs the hearer that p then under otherwise favourable circumstances
then the hearer adopts p. But if the speaker informs the hearer that the hearer
believes p (or that he believes the hearer believes p) then it is clearly at odds with
our intuitions that the hearer should accept such an assertion about his mental
state. The only way to avoid that seems to be to shift the hearer’s ignorance
about p to the prioritary level 0 of the HAEL hierarchy. But in this case the
acceptance of the assertion p would be blocked as well, which is counterintuitive.

In [42, 45], Sadek introduces the notion of belief reconstruction. It is defined
in terms of four axioms (memory, admission, consumption and persistence). In
[43] he introduces original formal characterisations of speech acts in the spirit
of Searle [50]. Sadek distinguishes several effects: the indirect effect of a speech
act is the preservation of its preconditions; its intentional effect corresponds to
the gricean point of view of communication [25], and its rational effect is the
expected effect of the act. Although his axioms can handle our example, due to
their autoepistemic flavour they do not give us a constructive formal definition
of deduction.

Rao&Georgeff [36, 37] have proposed theories and architectures for rational
agents. Recently, they have defined a tableau proof procedure for their logic [38].
In a manner similar to STRIPS, actions and plans are represented by their pre-
conditions together with add- and delete-lists. The latter lists are restricted to
sets of atomic formulas. In such a framework, one can a priori neither represent
nondeterministic actions nor actions with indirect effects (obtained through in-
tegrity constraints). Hence one cannot use laws about the world to e.g. derive the
price if the user informs about his destination and class, as needed in s2. Even
more importantly, actions can only have effects that are factual. This excludes
the handling of speech acts, whose effects are typically represented by means of
nested intensional operators such as intentions to bring about belief.

There exist important formal analyses of belief change outside the theories
of rational interaction that we have reviewed up to now. Most prominent are
AGM belief revision and KM update operations [1, 30]. Which of these different
operations could apply to our example dialogue? The official explanation [30, 23]
says that when the hearer realizes that the speaker has changed his mind then he
should update his beliefs, and when the hearer realizes that he had misunderstood
an information from the speaker he should revise his mental state. It appears that
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in many dialogue examples the system lacks information to decide whether the
incoming information corresponds to real world change or not.1 In our example,
after u2 the system might be unable to distinguish between the case where the
user has changed his mind and the case where he has misunderstood utterance
u1. (See [29] for a detailed critique of the KM framework.)

Moreover, both revision and update have several common properties that
are not suitable in dialogues. In particular, the over-informing nature of some
information is neglected, expressed by the postulate (K ◦ A) ↔ K if K →
A. Finally, no distinction is made between different levels of belief (factual,
introspective, alternating, etc.).

In our approach, building on previous work in [15, 28], we implement be-
lief change by topic-based belief adoption and preservation. But first of all we
introduce the language.

The modal language. As most of the authors, we work in a multi-modal
framework, with modal operators for belief, mutual belief, intention and action.
Our language is that of first order multi-modal logic without equality and without
function symbols. Let AGT be the set of agents. For i ∈ AGT , Bel iA is read
‘the agent i believes that A’, and Intend iA is read ‘the agent i intends that A’.

Speech acts [3, 50] are represented by tuples of the form
⟨FORCEi,j A⟩ where FORCE is the illocutionary force of the act, i, j ∈ AGT ,
and A is the propositional content of the act. For example ⟨Informu,sDest(Paris)⟩
represents a declarative utterance of the user informing the system that the des-
tination of his ticket is Paris. In Sect. 4 we shall add acts that are contextualized
by agents.

Let ACT be the set of all speech acts. With every α ∈ ACT we associate
a modal operator Doneα . DoneαA is read ‘α has just been performed, before
which A was true’.2 Doneα⊤ is read ‘α has just been performed’.

For example, Bel s(Dest(Paris)∧Class(1st) → Price(150 $)) is a formula. (It
is also a domain law, allowing the system to deduce the price from informa-
tion about destination and class.) Other meaningful examples are the formulas
Done⟨Informu,s p⟩Belup and Done⟨Informu,s p⟩Belu(¬Bel sp ∧ ¬Bel s¬p). They express
the sincerity of u, and are part of the nonlogical theory. Atomic formulas are
denoted by p, q, . . ., and Atm is the set of all atomic formulas. Formulas are
denoted by A,B, . . ..

1We consider that the real world includes everything that is external to the agent (including
the speaker’s intentions).

2DoneαA is just as ⟨α−1⟩A of dynamic logic [27].
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3 Topic-based belief change and adoption

The competence of agents and the influence of speech acts. In our
approach, unlike to Sadek’s we always accept3 speech acts, but we proceed in two
steps: the hearer accepts the indirect and intentional effects, but only adopts the
speaker’s beliefs if he believes the speaker to be competent at these beliefs. Thus,
the speaker’s competence is our criterion to determine which part of the input is
accepted by the hearer. For example, s accepts the input about the new class
(after u2) but rejects the input about the price (after u3), the reason being that
he considers u to be competent at classes but not at ticket prices.

Which beliefs of the hearer can be preserved after the performance of a speech
act? Our key concept here is that of the influence of a speech act on beliefs. If
there exists a relation of influence between the speech act and a belief, this belief
cannot be preserved in the new mental state. In our example, the old transport
class cannot be preserved through u2, because the act of informing about classes
influences the hearer’s beliefs about classes. On the other hand, the destination
is not influenced by u2, and can thus be preserved.

The concept of influence (or dependence) of an act is close to the notions
that have recently been studied in the field of reasoning about actions in order to
solve the frame problem, e.g. Sandewall’s [48] occlusion, Thielscher’s [51] influence
relation, or Giunchiglia et al.’s [21] possibly changes operators. In particular, such
a concept has been used by one of the authors in [6].

All this presupposes that we are able to determine the competence of an
agent and the influence of a speech act. Contrarily to the above approaches in
reasoning about actions, the foundation for both notions will be provided here
by the concept of topic: we start from the idea that with every agent, speech act,
and formula, some set of topics can be associated. Thus, an agent is competent
about a formula A if and only if the set of topics associated with A is a subset
of the set of topics associated with this agent – the set of topics the agent is
competent in. And a formula A is preserved after the performance of a speech
act α if there is no topic that occurs both in the set of topics associated to A and
in the set of topics associated to α.

Topics are a natural and intuitively appealing concept which will allows us to
fine-tune the consumption of speech acts. This notion is important in linguistics
[4, 20, 52, 53]. From a logical point of view, Epstein [13, p. 68] defines the subject
matter of a proposition A. He shows that we can then define two propositions as
being related if they have some subject matter in common. Our subject function
can be seen as an extension of this function to a multi-modal language.4 In the
rest of the section we give our metalinguistic theory of topics.

3‘Accepting’ an act means that we admit that it has been performed.
4Other studies of the notion of topic exist in the philosophical logic literature, in particular

[32, 22, 12].
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Themes and topics. A theme is what something is about. We suppose that
the set of themes is nonempty. In our running example, the themes are destina-
tions, classes, and prices.

For i ∈ AGT , ma i is called an atomic context. ma i stands for ‘the mental
attitude of agent i ’. A context is a possibly empty sequence of atomic contexts,
noted ma i1:ma i2: . . .ma in . The empty context is noted λ. A theme t together
with a context c makes up a topic of information, denoted by c:t . For exam-
ple, mau:price is a topic consisting in the user’s mental attitude at prices, and
mas:mau:price is a topic consisting in the system’s mental attitude at the user’s
mental attitude at prices.

By convention, λ:c = c:λ = c, and λ:t = t . Furthermore, principles of
introspection motivate the identity ma i:ma i = ma i.

Given a set of themes and a set of agents we note T the associated set of
topics. Tn is the set of topics whose contexts have length at most n. Hence T 0

is the set of themes. In this paper, for technical reasons (and also reasons of
representational economy) we shall suppose that the length of each context is at
most 2. Hence we restrict T to T 2.

The subject of a formula. We call subject of a formula a set of topics the for-
mula is about. This notion is formalized by a function subject(A) ⊆ T. In our run-
ning example subject(Class(1st)) = {class}, subject(Dest(Paris)) = {dest}, and
subject(Bel sBeluPrice(80 $) ∧ Bel sPrice(100 $)) = {mas:mau:price,mas:price}.
We give the following axioms:

subject(p) ⊆ T 0 and subject(p) ̸= ∅ if p ∈ Atm; (1)

subject(⊤) = ∅; (2)

subject(¬A) = subject(A); (3)

subject(A ∧B) = subject(A) ∪ subject(B); (4)

subject(Bel iA) = {ma i:c:t | c:t ∈ subject(A)}; (5)

subject(Intend iA) = subject(Bel iA); (6)

subject(Done⟨FORCEi,j A′⟩A) = subject(A) ∪ subject(A′); (7)

subject(∀xA) = subject(A); (8)

subject(A[t/x]) ⊆ subject(A). (9)

(2) says that the truth is about nothing. Note that in (5) c might be the empty
context. (5) entails that subject(Bel iA) = subject(Bel i . . .Bel iA). (6) expresses
that atomic contexts abstract from the belief or intention character of mental at-
titudes. (7) entails e.g. that subject(Done⟨Informu,s Price(100 $)⟩Bel sPrice(150 $)) =
{price,mas:price}. (8) and (9) express that open formulas are considered to
be universally quantified. Finally, note that our subject function is not exten-
sional: logically equivalent formulas may have different topics (cf. the discussion
in Sect. 6).
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It follows from our axioms that the subject of an arbitrary formula is com-
pletely determined by the subjects of its atomic formulas. This is representation-
ally interesting. The same motivation has led us to restrict topics to T 2. Due to
that restriction we suppose that

ma i:maj:c:t = ma i:maj:t

The corresponding subject function can be obtained by first reducing subject(A)
by the above equations λ:t = t etc., and then throwing out topics not in T 2.

The competence of an agent. The user is competent at destinations and
classes, but not at prices.5 We call competence of an agent the set of topics i is
competent at, i.e. competence(i) ⊆ T. We assume here that competence(i) ⊆ T 0,
i.e. we do not consider competence of agents at his own or other agents’ mental
state.6

The scope of an act. In the formalization of speech acts the illocutionary force
determines a set of formula schemes (the preconditions and the effects of the act)
instantiated by the propositional content. The scope of a speech act determines
which mental attitudes of an agent are questioned by this act. The performance
of a speech act always influences some mental attitudes of the hearer. The scope
of a speech act is a set of topics, i.e. scope(α) ⊆ T. As said above, we suppose in
this paper scope(α) ⊆ T 2.

Roughly speaking, the themes of a speech act are determined by its proposi-
tional content, while the contexts are determined by its illocutionary force. Thus,
contexts tell us which mental attitudes might change.

An act always influences the hearer’s beliefs about the speaker’s attitude
towards the propositional content. Formally, for every illocutionary force FORCE:

scope(⟨FORCEi,j A⟩) ⊇ {maj:ma i:t | t ∈ subject(A)} (10)

Consider e.g. the speech act where the user informs the system about the ticket
price. This speech act influences the system’s belief about the user’s attitude
towards prices. Hence mas:mau:price ∈ scope(⟨Informu,s Price(150 $)⟩).

Interactions. Is there a relationship between these functions? We propose the
following axiom for acts of the informative type.

If α =⟨Informi,j A⟩ and t ∈ subject(A) ∩ competence(i)

then t ∈ scope(α) and maj:t ∈ scope(α).
(11)

5Note that the competence of the speaker might depend on the hearer: two agents might
disagree on the competence of a third agent at theme t . Hence competence should be a 2-
argument function. As we only have two participants in our examples, we have dropped the
second argument for the sake of simplicity.

6Note that the competence of i at his own beliefs and intentions will be ensured anyway
lateron by standard axioms of introspection (cf. Sect. 5).
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Suppose e.g. the user informs the system about his destination. As the user
is competent at destinations, this influences the system’s factual beliefs about
the destination. And also about prices: a new destination means a new price.
Hence scope(⟨Informu,sDest(Paris)⟩) contains dest , price, mas:dest andmas:price.
Postulates for other illucutionary forces are in [33].

In the next two sections we show how topics allows us to change beliefs by
means of two principles: adoption and preservation.

4 Semantics

Semantics is in terms of possible worlds models ⟨W,S, D, V ⟩, where (1) W is a
set of worlds; (2) D is the domain; (3) V is a valuation mapping variable and
constant symbols to elements of D, and associating to each possible world w ∈ W
an interpretation Vw of predicate symbols; (4) S is a collection of structures on
W , consisting of

• relations Dα and Bi for every α ∈ ACT and every i ∈ AGT , viewed as
functions mapping W to 2W , and

• functions Ii for every i ∈ AGT , mapping W to 22
W
.

Dα and Bi are accessibility relations as usual. Dα(w) represents the possible
results of act α. We speak of Bi(w) as the belief state of agent i. Ii are neigh-
bourhood functions [8, Chap. 7]. Every set of worlds U ∈ Ii(w) corresponds to
an intention of i.

The satisfaction relation ⊩ is defined as usual. A useful abbreviation is [[A]] =
{w ∈ W : w ⊩ A}, called the extension of the formula A. Then

• w ⊩ P (t1, . . . , tn) if ⟨Vw(t1), . . . , Vw(tn)⟩ ∈ Vw(P );

• w ⊩ DoneαA if Dα(w) ∩ [[A]] ̸= ∅;

• w ⊩ Bel iA if Bi(w) ⊆ [[A]];

• w ⊩ Intend iA if [[A]] ∈ Ii(w).

Our notion of intention is neither closed under logical consequence nor un-
der conjunction, in accordance with Bratman’s, Cohen&Levesque’s and Sadek’s
analyses of intention. Contrarily to these approaches, intention is primitive here,
as in [36] and [31]. We thus generalize the semantics in [31], where only closure
under logical consequence had been given up.7

Models must satisfy several constraints in order to account for the properties
that we want the mental attitudes to have, as well as for the interaction between
these attitudes. We present them in the rest of the section.

7We have chosen this solution for three reasons. First, building intention on top of other
primitive notions such as goals or desires leads to various sophisticated notions of intention,
with subtle differences between them. We have kept here only those properties of intention
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Standard constraints.

• Bi is serial, transitive and euclidean;

• Dα is deterministic (i.e. Dα(w) is either a singleton or the empty set);

• if v ∈ Bi(w) then Ii(v) = Ii(w);

• if U ∈ Ii(w) then U ∩ Bi(w) = ∅.

The last two constraints say that intentions are introspective, and that if i enter-
tains some intention then he believes that the contrary is currently the case [44].
For the sequel we need the following definition.

AtmW (w, T ) = {p ∈ Atm | w ⊩ p and subject(p) ⊆ T}

Thus AtmW (w, competence(i)) is the part of the real world w at which i is com-
petent, and AtmW (w,T 0 \ scope(α)) is the part of w that is independent of α.

Belief adoption constraint. Belief should amount to knowledge in the case
of competence.

• For every w ∈ W and every agent i there is some v ∈ Bi(w) such that
AtmW (w, competence(i)) = AtmW (v, competence(i)).

This means that in the belief state of i there is a ‘witness world’ mirroring the
part of the actual world i is competent at.

Preservation constraints. What is the effect of an act α on the actual world?
If an atom is independent of α then its truth value should be preserved.

• If w′ ∈ Dα(w) then AtmW (w,T 0 \ scope(α)) = AtmW (w′,T 0 \ scope(α)).

What is the effect of α on beliefs? In accordance with [30, 23] we suppose
that when an agent i learns that α has been executed then i updates his belief
state ‘worldwise’, mapping each v ∈ Bi(w) to a new set of worlds Di:α(v):

8

• If w′ ∈ Dα(w) then Bi(w
′) =

⋃
v∈Bi(w) Di:α(v)

that are common to all of them, viz. extensionality. Second, as these definitions are rather
complex, it is difficult to find complete automated theorem proving methods for them, while
our analysis enables more or less standard completeness techniques and proof methods. Third
and most importantly, we think that our simplified notion of intention is sufficient at least in
many applications. Indeed, it seems that rather than the interaction of intentions with goals or
desires it is their interaction with belief which is crucial (e.g. in order to abandon intentions).

8One might think at first glance that imentally executes just the same act α in every possible
world. This cannot be the case; indeed, one can think of speech acts as always modifying the
belief state of the agents, while leaving the physical world unchanged. Therefore we need a
different act i:α depending on i and α, reflecting the effect of α on i’s belief state.
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We must thus introduce contextual acts into our language. We extend our
definition of acts by the recursive

i:α is an act if i is an agent and α is an act

We speak of i:α as the mental act associated to α. Technically these acts can be
compared to Skolem functions, which are a device to obtain completeness: the
same will be the case here.

How are α and i:α related? i:α being the mental image of α, its scope is
obtained by stripping off ma i from scope(α), i.e.

scope(i:α) = {c:t |ma i:c:t ∈ scope(α)}

Hence our scope function is completely defined by the non-contextual part of the
domain. In particular we have scope(i:i:α) = scope(i:α). As in this paper we have
restricted the context of a theme t to length at most 2, we suppose consequently
that

scope(i:j:k:α) = scope(i:j:α)

What is the effect of acts on intentions? We do not consider here the gener-
ation of new intentions, because we consider that this can be done in a separate
subsequent step. We focus on the preservation of intentions via independence.9

To that end, given a set of worlds U ⊆ W we define

subject(U) =
⋃

{p∈Atm | p occurs in the set of minimal models of U}

subject(p)

This allows us to compute the subject of the extension [[A]] of a formula A. Now
we are ready to define preservation of intentions.

• If w′ ∈ Dα(w), U ∈ Ii(w), and scope(i:α)∩ subject(U) = ∅ then U ∈ Ii(w
′)

Hence intentions are preserved if their subject is not in the scope of the mental
act i:α associated to α.

9It is already a ‘built-in’ feature that sometimes intentions are abandoned because of new
beliefs. Suppose e.g. w ⊩ Intend iA, i.e. [[A]] ∈ Ii(w). Let w′ ∈ Dα(w) and suppose there exists
v′ ∈ Bi(w

′) such that v′ ⊩ A. Now we cannot have [[A]] ∈ Ii(w′), because the constraint linking
Bi and Ii requires that [[A]] ∩ Bi(w) = ∅.
According to [10], yet another condition triggering the abandon of intentions is the belief that

it can never be satisfied. We do not treat this here, because it requires a temporal operator
that we haven’t introduced here in order to simplify the exposition. Such a modal operator is
integrated into our framework in [33].
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5 Axiomatics

Standard axioms. Just as in [10, 35, 42], with each belief operator Bel i we
associate the (normal) modal logic KD45 [26]. All Doneα operators obey the
principles of the normal modal logic K, plus the converse of the modal axiom
D, i.e. we suppose speech acts to be deterministic. Intend i operators validate
neither the K-axiom nor necessitation. They have the classical modal logic RE [8,

Chap. 7], whose only principle is A1 ↔ A2
Intend iA1 ↔ Intend iA2

. Interactions between

the different mental attitudes (in the spirit of [10, 44]) are expressed by:

Intend iA → Bel iIntend iA (12)

¬Intend iA → Bel i¬Intend iA (13)

Intend iA → Bel i¬A (14)

(Doneα⊤ ∧ ¬Bel i¬Done i:αA) ↔ (Doneα¬Bel i¬A) (15)

(12) and (13) express that intentions are introspective. They entail that Bel iIntend iA ↔
Intend iA and Bel i¬Intend iA ↔ ¬Intend iA. (14) makes that intentions are aban-
doned if A is compatible with the beliefs of the agent. (15) means that if A was
compatible with i’s beliefs before α then it remains compatible with i’s beliefs
that A was true before the mental execution of α. The rest of the axiom schemas
is topic-based.

Belief adoption axiom.

Bel iA → A if subject(A) ⊆ competence(i)

The schema expresses that if i believes that A and is competent at A, then A is
true.

For example BeluDest(Paris) → Dest(Paris) because subject(Dest(Paris)) ⊆
competence(u). From that the formula Bel sBeluDest(Paris) → Bel sDest(Paris)
can be proved by using the standard modal necessitation and K-principles for
Bel s. On the contrary, BeluPrice(80 $) → Price(80 $) is not an instance of our
axiom schema, because subject(Price(80 $)) ̸⊆ competence(u).

Preservation axioms.

A → ¬Doneα¬A if

{
scope(α) ∩ subject(A) = ∅
and A contains no Doneβ operator.

Intend iA → ¬Doneα¬Intend iA if

{
scope(α) ∩ subject(Intend iA) ∩ T 1 = ∅
and A contains no Doneβ operator.

The restriction on the form of A is necessary because our reading of Doneβ is that
β has just been performed (and not at some arbitrary time point in the past).

The second intention preservation axiom is a strengthening of the first axiom,
because independence of α and A is restricted to T 1.
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Completeness and theorem proving. We prove completeness in two steps.
First of all we use a translation mapping the non-normal Intend i operators to
normal modal operators: Intend iA becomes 3i,1(2i,2A∧2i,3¬A). This is a simple
technique which has already been successfully employed in order to mechanize
the standard non-normal logics [18, 14, 19, 17]. Then completeness of the re-
sulting multi-modal logic can be proven in a fairly standard way. Indeed, all
the semantical conditions are in a particular class that has been investigated in
mathematical logic, and for which general completeness results exist [47, 7, 16].
The only difference here is that the preservation and adoption conditions depend
on topics. It has been shown in [6] that nevertheless the standard Henkin proof
technique applies straightforwardly.

Our current research focusses on the implementation of a tableau theorem
prover for our logic. In previous work we have extended the standard tableaux
method in order to deal with dependence information in reasoning about actions
[5, 6]. The extension of our approach to the present topic-based framework is
straightforward.

6 Discussion

We have sketched a theory of change in the context of dialogues. It is based on
the notion of topic of information, which is exploited through topic-based axioms
of belief adoption and preservation. Perrault and Appelt&Konolige have argued
that defaults are crucial elements in a theory of speech acts. In a sense, what we
do is to transfer that task to the metalinguistic relations competence and scope.
This permits to stay with a monotonic framework.

We have supposed that the set of topics associated with a formula is deter-
mined by those of the atomic formulas occurring in it. This is certainly a debat-
able choice. It was mainly motivated by representational economy. Notwithstand-
ing, the way we use the subject function is sound: suppose e.g. subject(p) = {t},
subject(q) = {t ′}, and scope(α) = {t ′}. Hence p and p∧ (q ∨¬q) do not have the
same subject, and Doneαp → p is an instance of the preservation axiom, while
Doneα(p∧ (q ∨¬q)) → (p∧ (q ∨¬q)) is not. Nevertheless, the latter formula can
be deduced from the former by standard modal logic principle as p ↔ p∧ (q∨¬q)
we have Doneαp ↔ Doneα(p ∧ (q ∨ ¬q)). Hence Doneαp → p is equivalent to
Doneα(p ∧ (q ∨ ¬q)) → (p ∧ (q ∨ ¬q)).

We did not formulate such strong compositionality axioms for the scope func-
tion. The reason is that a speech act might influence more than the topics of
its propositional contents. For example, the scope of ⟨Informu,s Class(1st)⟩ con-
tains not only mau:mas:class but also mau:mas:price. Our hypothesis here is
that the scope of a speech act is determined by the subject of its propositional
contents together with the integrity constraints e.g. linking destinations, classes,
and prices. This is subject of future research.
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